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Distributed Systems



Distributed Systems
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Asynchrony, loss, faults, malicious nodes



Distributed Systems

A distributed system is one in which the failure of a computer you

didn't even know existed can render your own computer unusable



How can we ensure

Correct Distributed Systems?

1. Model your system in a mathematically precise 

formalism, prove the correctness of the protocols, 

generate the system in a correct-by-construction 

way

2. Build the system and test it on random inputs



How can we ensure

Correct Distributed Systems?

1. Model your system in a mathematically precise 

formalism, prove the correctness of the protocols, 

generate the system in a correct-by-construction 

way

2. Build the system and test it on random inputs

Surely this is a bad idea!

… and yet, random testing is often surprisingly effective



Tool: Jepsen

A framework for black-box testing of 
distributed systems by randomly inserting 
network partition faults

CAP Theorem: No system has consistency, 
availability, and partition tolerance

http://jepsen.io

etcd

Postgres

Redis

Riak

MongoDB

Cassandra

Chronos

Kafka

RabbitMQ

Consul

Elasticsearch

Aerospike

Zookeeper

n/w
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Given the right notion of depth, every bug is shallow

Combinatorial structures
Algorithmic bounds

on families of structures



Tests and Coverage

Coverage Goals Tests

Covering Family of Tests = Set of tests covering all goals

“Small” covering family = More efficient testing



Random Testing

Coverage Goals Tests

Pick tests at random, independently

Question: Will random testing find a small covering family?



Random Testing

Coverage Goals Tests

Pick tests at random, independently

Suppose Pr[Test    covers goal   ] ≥ p 

Fix a goal Prob. that a 

random test 

covers this goal

Can we characterize covering families w.r.t. p and |G|?



Probabilistic Method
Let G be the set of goals and Pr[Random test covers a goal] ≥ p

Theorem. There exists a covering family of size (1/p)log|G|.

By repeated sampling, random testing overwhelmingly likely to 

find a covering family!



Probabilistic Method
Let G be the set of goals and Pr[Random test covers a goal] ≥ p

Theorem. There exists a covering family of size (1/p) log|G|.

Proof.

Pr[Random test does not cover goal g] ≤ 1 – p

Pr[K ind tests do not cover goal g] ≤ (1 – p)K

Pr[K ind tests is not a covering family] ≤ |G| (1 – p)K

For K = (1/p)log|G|, this probability is < 1

Then: There must exist K tests that is a covering family!

Existence, not constructive!



Tests and Coverage

Coverage Goals Tests

1. What are the 

coverage goals?

2. What are tests? 

What is the 

Probability space?

3. Can we bound Pr[Test covers a goal]?

Example: 

Ninjas in Training!:



Ninjas in Training

…

1 2 n

Round 1:

3

…

Round 2:
…

Training is complete if for every pair of ninjas, there is a round where they are in 

opposing teams



Ninjas in Training

Training is complete if for every pair of ninjas there is a 

round where they are in opposing teams

How many rounds make the training complete?

Naïve: O(n2) rounds

Can you do it in log n rounds?



Ninjas in Training

Now n ninjas are practicing in k-way fights:

…

1 2 n

Round 1:

3

…

Round 2:
…



Ninjas in Training

Training is complete if for every choice of k ninjas there is 

a round where they are each in a different team

How many rounds make the training complete?



Ninjas in Training

Example:
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1 2 n
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3

…

Round 2:
…
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Ninjas in Training

Example:

…

1 2 n

Round 1:

3

…

Round 2:
…



Ninjas in Training

Training is complete if for every choice of k ninjas there 

is a round where they are each in a different team

How many rounds make the training complete?

Naïve: O(nk)

Better: O(exp(k) log n) rounds

Exponentially better in n, when k is constant



From Training Ninjas to 

Distributed Systems with Partition Faults

ninjas

weapons

rounds

complete training

nodes in a network

blocks in a partition

tests = partitions

splitting family of partitions



Splitting Families

A partition of nodes P = {B1, …, Bk} splits
a set S = {x1, …, xk} if x1∈B1, …, xk∈Bk.

A set of partitions F is a k-splitting family if for every 
k-subset of nodes there is a partition in F that splits it.

Many Jepsen bugs are explained by k-splitting



Why k-Splitting?
Many Jepsen bugs are explained by k-splitting

Chronos: A distributed fault-tolerant job scheduler

• Works in conjunction with Mesos and Zookeeper

• Three special nodes: Chronos leader, Mesos leader, 

Zookeeper leader

Chronos

leader

Mesos

leader

Zookeeper

leader

From Jepsen

https://jepsen.io



Small k-Splitting Families

• Fix a k-element set S from an n-element universe U

• What is the probability a random partition splits S?

• A splitting partition uniquely corresponds to a map U\

S → S. There are k(n-k) such maps

• So probability = Stirling number of 2nd kind

= 

Number of partitions of n

elements into k parts



Small k-Splitting Families

• Probability that a fixed set is split = 

• Can we get rid of n? 

• Yes:

All functions 

from n to k

All surjections 

from n to k
≥ k-k . k!

[M.NiksicPOPL2018]



Small k-Splitting Families

• Pr[Random partition splits S] ≥ k!/ kk

• From our general theorem: There is a k-splitting 

family of size (kk /k!) k log n

• Turns out: uniformly sampling k-partitions is hard

• But sampling balanced partitions is sufficient

[M.NiksicPOPL2018]



Partitions and Jepsen

Coverage Goals Tests

1. k-splitting families 2. (Balanced) partitions

3. Pr[Test covers a goal] grows as exp(k), log n



Fuzzing: 

Guided Random Testing

Coverage Goals Tests

Pick tests at random, independently

& perform local search guided by coverage



Fuzzing: 

Guided Random Testing

Coverage Goals Tests

Pick tests at random, independently

& perform local search guided by coverage



Why does Fuzzing work well?

• (When) can we provide a theoretical explanation? 

- “No free lunch”, Random walks don’t mix quickly on 

directed graphs, RP vs NP

• Can we use algorithm design principles to develop better 

random testing procedures? 

• Can we use programming abstractions that allow better 

random testing?



A Simple Observation

Sometimes local search is provably good

• For 2SAT, a random local search solves satisfiability 

in expected polynomial time

• For k-SAT, a local search can solve satisfiability in 

O(1.34N) time, asymptotically better than simple 

enumeration



Thank You

Joint work with 

Dmitry Chistikov, Cezara Dragoi, Constantin Enea, 

Burcu Kulahcioglu Ozkan, Filip Niksic.

Mitra Tabaei, Georg Weissenbacher

See Filip Niksic’s PhD Thesis that won the

SIGPLAN John Reynolds Award!


